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ABSTRACT

1

It has long been understood that knowledge acquisition is an important component in the information seeking process [2, 18]. Further,
empirical studies have demonstrated that learning is a common
phenomenon in information seeking [8, 10, 20]. However, for users,
especially laypeople, who must gain knowledge through their interactions with a search engine, the current general-purpose search
engine does not sufficiently support learning through search. Health
information seeking (HIS, hereafter) is a domain-specific search [14],
where users who possess higher knowledge tend to have better
strategies and performances in solving their search tasks [3, 21].
While learning clearly plays an important role in the HIS process,
there has been little research in this area. Little is known about the
factors that might enhance or impede such learning during online
HIS. Therefore, this project aims at examining health consumers, especially laypeople’s search as learning behaviors and performances.
A mixed method design will be adopted, consisting of experimentalbased studies and interviews. So far, we have conducted 24 user
studies and semi-structured interviews, investigating the source selection behaviors in the HIS tasks with increasing levels of learning
goals. The results of this phase of the study will be used to guide
the following analysis and predict laypeople’s knowledge levels in
the HIS process and provide corresponding support.

According to a national survey conducted by the Pew Research
Center [5], 72% of Internet users in the USA have looked online for
health information, many reporting that this information affected
decisions they took about their health. However, not all online
health consumers are equal.
In general, health information seeking (HIS) is a typical type of
domain-specific search [14], in which high domain knowledge is
required to conduct search successfully. Therefore, consumers who
possess higher knowledge tend to have better strategies and higher
success rates in solving HIS tasks [3, 21]. While, on the contrary,
laypeople mostly rely on the general-purpose search engine as
they are not familiar with domain-specific sources, but the lack
of knowledge also restrains them from formulating the accurate
queries[3, 21]. The current general-purpose search engine is not
sufficient in supporting laypeople’s health-related search.
The knowledge of a person is not fixed. Information seekers can
gain domain-specific knowledge in their interactions with the online information sources. In information seeking behavior literature,
learning has been primarily situated around the concept of knowledge acquisition, as stated in ASK (Anomalous State of Knowledge)
model, in which Belkin [2] argued that information seeking is a process to resolve the anomaly between users’ current states of knowledge and the problem they faced. Marchionini [18] claimed that
beyond simple lookup search, people often engage in exploratory
search tasks where learning and investigation could play essential
roles. Besides, numerous empirical studies suggested that learning
is a common phenomenon in people’s search process [8, 20]. Learning can occur in a relatively long-duration search [20, 22]. It can
take place in a single search session as well [6, 8, 12].
While an increasing population relies on online information
seeking to solve their health-related questions, it is known that, in
this kind of domain-specific information seeking, learning plays
an important role as both a byproduct of the search process and
as an influential factor determining the search performance [3, 21].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is little existing work
that combines learning and HIS. Therefore, our first motivation
in this research project is to fill the gap of the literature to understand laypeople’s behavior and performance from the perspective
of learning achievement in HIS.
Additionally, in the assessment of performance, we are interested
in how well the current HIS web environment can support laypeople
in terms of learning. So we plan to examine the learning performance against the six cognitive levels in Bloom’s taxonomy [1].
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MOTIVATION

Bloom’s Taxonomy[1] identified six levels of learning goals from
lower to higher order of thinking skills. It is used in the search as
learning studies for assessing the learning outcomes[8, 12, 23].
Our second motivation is to investigate the interplay between
health consumers’ behaviors and their learning outcomes. Previous work suggests that domain experts and novices behave differently in searching [21, 22], while on the other hand, there exist
studies demonstrate one’s knowledge level is predictable from her
searching behaviors [17, 24]. So this motivated us to investigate
the interplay between search behaviors and learning performances
in the dynamic HIS interaction process. Is it possible to predict
the laypeople’s current learning performance based on the prior
search behaviors? Besides, what following search behaviors will
one adopt given the temporary learning performance? The goal is
to alleviate the difficulties and provide the demanding facilities that
would result in better search as learning experience in the design
of the domain-specific search system.
In addition, our third motivation is inspired by the uniqueness
of health information seeking. We are interested in examining
whether searching for different health conditions, for example,
acute vs. chronic or severe vs. mild conditions would influence the
relationship between search behavior and learning performance.
In the most HIS tasks, health consumers’, especially laypeople’s
domain knowledge is lack, so they are more likely to involve in
search as learning process. A search system specifically supporting
learning in the health-related domain is needed. Given the insufficient support for learning in the current search system, our final
objective in this study is to provide design implications or improve
ranking algorithm that enhances search as learning performance
in the HIS process and evaluate its usability.
With more and more exploration in the search as learning research area, studying learning in the HIS is a promising research
agenda. Overall, this research project aims to respond to an increasing demand for understanding the interplay between search
as learning and health information seeking, and how the external
factors such as health conditions would influence the behavior and
the performance, thus providing demanding support.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Specifically, the research questions are defined as follows. Firstly,
RQ1 and RQ2 are driven by the first motivation to understand the
laypeople’s behaviors and learning performance.
• RQ1: How do laypeople search to fulfill HIS information needs
with different levels of learning goals?
• RQ2: To what extent, can web search support laypeople’s search
as learning for HIS information needs?
RQ3 is to examine the interplay between search behavior and
learning performance, and it is broken down to two sub-questions.
• RQ3a: How does the former search behavior influence the learning performance at different stages of the HIS process? Does the
influence vary when searching for different health conditions? If
so, how?
• RQ3b: How does the temporal learning performance influence
the following search behavior at different stages of the HIS process? Does the influence vary when searching for different health
conditions? If so, how?

The answer to RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 will help to design learning
enhancing search systems. Therefore, the RQ4 is:
• RQ4: How can we support and enhance the search as learning in
the system design? What is the usability of the support functions?

3

METHODOLOGY

We adopt a mixed method design of combining quantitative and
qualitative approaches. Mixed methods research possesses the strengths
that offset the weaknesses of both quantitative and qualitative research [9]. As shown in Figure 1, this research consists of three
studies for the data collection: user study I and the semi-structure
interview for collecting the data to answer RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3.
Based on the results, user study II will be conducted to answer RQ4.
The major emphasis in the experimental-based user study is the
behavioral data and the emphasis in the survey-based interview
study is the subjective data. The data from these two studies will be
compared with each other to identify agreements or divergences.
The triangulation of the two separate studies helps to increase the
validity as well as provide a better understanding of the research
problem than either approach alone [13].

4

PROGRESS

To date, the data collection in the user study I and the semi-structured
interview has been conducted. After initial data analysis, we have
obtained following preliminary results.

4.1

Study 1: User Study I

We designed the controlled study around scenario-based health
problems, and provided a live search system for the participants to
search on. The study design was approved by the Human Research
Protection Office (formerly IRB) of the University of Pittsburgh.
4.1.1 Health conditions and task design. We selected two health
conditions with different severity levels: Severe Condition (SC) and
Mild Condition (MC). SC was designed to be a more urgent and
more complex health issue comparing to MC. This is because we
want to explore whether health conditions with different severity
levels would result in different search as learning behaviors and performances. As for the specific health issue, the former was multiple
sclerosis and the latter was weight loss.
The design of the specific search task is guided by Table 1. The
simulated tasks should be both close to real HIS information needs
on the web and capable of reflecting learning with different levels
of goals. Therefore, we map the classification of health search intentions established by Cartright et al. [4] through large-scale real
search logs to three levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [1]. Understand,
analyze and evaluate represents three levels of six learning goals in
Bloom’s Taxonomy[1] from lower to higher order of thinking skills.
Based on the mapping, we also propose specific search goals for
each HIS intention. This framework was used to design the specific
scenario-based search tasks in the user study I.
4.1.2 System and procedure. Upon arrival, the participants were
asked to fill in a questionnaire about their background (e.g., age, education). Then they were introduced with our experimental search
system, on which they could freely search, click and view webpages.
The system is wrapped around Google search API, and it returns

Figure 1: Data Collection Techniques and the Research Questions
Table 1: The Mapping Between Health Information Seeking
Intentions and Depths of learning
Depths of
Learning [1]

HIS Intentions [4]

Task Design Guidance

Understand

Evidence-based
HIS

Analyze

Hypothesis-based
HIS

Evaluate

Decision-based
HIS

pursuit of details and relevance of
signs and symptoms
pursuit of content on one or more
illnesses, and on the discrimination among different diseases under the uncertainty
given specific situation of a condition, collect causes, treatments,
tests and other information to
make decision

Google search results with our behavioral logging functions for
follow-up log analysis. During the introduction of our system, the
participants were given a training task to get familiar with our
system, and they were explicitly informed that their behaviors such
as queries and clicks would be logged and analyzed afterward. Participants could highlight certain text in any webpage and click the
"save to workspace" button to save it. They could save as many
snippets as possible, which would be used for them to generate
reports after the search. During the actual search, each participant
were assigned to the two health conditions in different rotations to
avoid sequential bias. The participants were given 21 minutes to
complete the three subtasks with increasing levels of learning goal
for each condition. The whole study took approximately 1.5 hours.
4.1.3 Participants and user study data. 24 college students (15 females and 9 males, 18-33 years old) were recruited as convenient
samples from the University of Pittsburgh (17) and Carnegie Mellon
University (7). 17 of them were undergraduates and the remaining
were graduate. We applied two screening criteria to make sure all
the participants were laypeople: 1) we excluded people from health
or medicine related domains; and 2) we only recruited people who
have conducted online health information seeking within the last
12 months [19]. Therefore, most of our participants have searched
for health-related information very recently (in last week: n=15,
62.8%; last month: n=8, 33.3%; last six months: n=1, 4.2%). In total,
we collected 48 complete search logs (144 search sessions) from 24
participants. Our data collection contains 5,298 clicked webpages,
among which 965 (18.21%) were saved into the workspace.

4.1.4 Current findings: analysis of the source selection behavior.
To start with RQ1 and RQ3, source selection during the whole
HIS process has been examined. One preliminary study has been
published in CHIIR’18 [7]. in which we examined what sources
laypeople select (i.e., visit and adopt) to resolve their HIS needs,
and how different health conditions affect the selection.
Source selection is found to vary in the information seeking
process and would result in different learning outcomes [7, 16].
While, given the uniqueness of HIS, source selection becomes an
even more important type of behavior. This is because health consumers may use the information found online to make critical
health-related decisions. Besides, different types of online sources
might serve different roles in the learning process, because understanding health-related information often requires users to master
a certain amount of domain-specific knowledge, particularly when
encountering the resources full with domain-specific terminologies. The selected online health information sources were classified
on the website level as well as webpage level for the analysis. We
plotted the source selection behavior in search tasks with different
levels of learning goals, and found that, in both health conditions,
the participants visited more sources in the tasks with higher levels
of learning goals, especially in the evaluate task, but significant
results were only found in the mild condition. We also analyzed
the changes in the types of online sources. The results indicated
the laypeople tend to select more health-specific webpage, such as
WebMD.com, when they lack sufficient knowledge to solve their
HIS task. Additionally, laypeople will select more diverse types of
sources with the increase of the levels of the learning goals, i.e., in
the evaluate tasks. Consequently, search engines are also employed
more frequently in the higher learning level tasks.
However, the relationship between source selection and the learning performance remains unknown and will be further analyzed.

4.2

Study 2: Semi-structured interview

4.2.1 Interview Design. Though the user study collects some subjective data, such as self-assessment of their learning achievements,
we conducted another survey-based study, where the participants
could express opinions in their own words, and we could directly
elicit their HIS experiences in the real practice. The goal of the
interview was to learn about laypeople’s own HIS process and the
factors that may involve in the process. A semi-structured interview
protocol guided the interviews, consisting of two sections. In the

first section, the participants were asked to express their general
views about online HIS, including the barriers they encountered.
After these general conversations, the interview processed to
the section designed to elicit the participants’ real HIS experiences
based on the principles of Critical Incident Technique (CIT) [11].
If they were glad to share, they were prompted to start from their
most impressive or most recent HIS experience.
To take full advantage of CIT, we designed a list of questions and
prompts to help the participants to recall and unfold the incidents
from memory. In general, the conversation was led by a list of
questions: “What motived your HIS? How did you search for it? Could
you recall what kind of websites did you select, and Why? Did you
encounter any difficulty? How did you feel before and after the search?”
and “Did your HIS involve any decision-making activities and Why?”
4.2.2 Current findings: characterizing the HIS process and discovering the barriers relates to learning. 24 interview audio clips were
transcribed and the data analysis was conducted through conventional content analysis, an inductive process [15]. The Participants
reported that knowledge plays a critical role in their HIS experience,
as lack of knowledge is a major difficulty. Participants were asked
to identify the major barriers they confronted when conducting
online HIS. Among the 30 relevant comments, the most commonly
reported barrier is the 1) "lack of knowledge" about the disease
(18 out of 30), accounting for more than half of the comments. 7
comments were grouped into the criticism of the quality of the
information from the Internet - 2) "hard to find credible source".
The rest 5 comments reflected that the difficulties come from - 3)
"intrinsic complexity of the health condition." Furthermore, we
characterized the diverse online HIS process with four critical aspects: information needs, search starting-points, emotion changes,
and decision-making. The study demonstrated the importance of
studying learning in HIS process. Future analysis will investigate
the learning goal in each incident shared by the participants, and
the corresponding behaviors and search process.

5

FUTURE PLAN

The future research plan includes three main phases:
(i) So far, the initial data analysis only centered on the source
selection behavior in response to HIS tasks with different levels of
learning goals. For the next step, we plan to explore other types
of search behaviors and assess the performance of the participants
with the rich behavioral logs, as well as the questionnaire responses.
We asked the participants to write a short summary in answer to
the search tasks after each search session and they also self-assessed
their knowledge levels. This data is available for the assessment of
the participants’ learning performance.
(ii) With the results and findings, we plan to upgrade the current
search system with either ranking algorithm or design features in
support of learning for HIS. For example, is it beneficial to recommend different types of learning sources to the consumers based on
the prediction of her topic knowledge level? Also, is it worth to assess the severity of the health condition searched by the consumer
and support the HIS accordingly?
(iii) After employing the upgraded system, We plan to design
user study II and evaluate the usability of the system.
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